Recycled Carpet-Derived Products

CONTAINING CALIFORNIA-SOURCED CARPET

California Carpet Stewardship Program
An initiative of CARE: Carpet America Recovery Effort

CarpetRecovery.org/CA
Over 320 million pounds of carpet head to California landfills every year—carpet that could be recycled into useful new products. The California Carpet Stewardship Program is working to encourage and promote environmentally-friendly uses for carpet. This catalog lists products that contain California post-consumer carpet material. They are high quality and competitively priced, and make an excellent addition to any project.

Some of the products listed are Double Green™. Double Green™ is a certification program developed and administered by Carpet America Recovery Effort (CARE) to encourage landfill diversion, and the manufacture and purchase of products containing recycled post-consumer carpet. See CarpetRecovery.org/DoubleGreen for details.

We encourage you to consider including these products in your next construction, landscaping or architectural projects. By creating a market for post-consumer carpet material, more carpet will be diverted from landfill and recycled.

Thank you.

California Carpet Stewardship Program

CarpetRecovery.org/CA

Several products are listed on Ecomedes.com, a database of sustainable products designed to reduce building operating costs and impact. Contractors, architects, building owners and others use Ecomedes to source and procure the best products to save time and money while improving the economic, environmental and social performance of their buildings.

Product Presentations Available

Please contact Rob Thiess, RThiess@CarpetRecovery.org, to schedule a presentation on post-consumer carpet products for your organization.
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American Fiber Cushion

PRODUCTS:
- Fortitude Cushion Products
- Matrix Cushion Products

Our manufacturing process creates a pad with excellent sound and impact ratings for a quieter home, along with improved insulation to save energy.

APPLICATIONS:
Hospitality, retail, transportation, home goods

SPECIFICATIONS:
CRI Green Label Plus (GLP)

Contributes to earning credits on LEED projects.

CONTACT:
Jack Weitz
MaiJW@aol.com
Jada West
Jada.West@AmericanFiberCushion.com
(706) 217-1900

Bonded Logic

PRODUCTS:
- Ultra Touch Denim Insulation
- Ultra Touch Radiant Barrier
- Ultra Touch Multi-Purpose Rolls

UltraTouch™ Denim Insulation contains 90% post-consumer recycled natural fibers and provides extremely effective sound absorption and maximum thermal performance. It is a Class-A Building Product and meets the highest ASTM testing standards for fire and smoke ratings, fungi resistance and corrosiveness.

APPLICATIONS:
Thermal and acoustical insulation products across multiple industries.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Contributes to earning credits on LEED projects.

CONTACT:
Tod Kean
Tod@BondedLogic.com
Sean Desmond
SeanD@BondedLogic.com
(480) 812-9114

AmericanFiberCushion.com

BondedLogic.com
CarpetCycle

Products:
- Quiet-Tech

Quiet-Tech is an acoustic batt insulation made of 85-90% post-consumer recycled materials. It is Class-A Fire rated, UL Greenguard Gold Certified, and completely free of formaldehyde. This eco-friendly product works as an acoustic insulator for interior wall partitions by dampening sound transmission between rooms. It provides the means to safely remove, collect and recycle commercial and residential carpet and acoustic ceiling tile.

Applications:
Acoustic Insulation, Construction

Specifications:
UL Greenguard Gold, Health Product Declaration (HPD)

Contributes to earning credits on LEED projects.

Contact:
Sean Ragiel
Sean@CarpetCycle.com
(973) 732-4858

GeoHay

Products:
- GeoHay erosion and sediment control wattles, various lengths, also branded as GutterBuddy, SiltSentry, HanesGeo and Ferguson.

GeoHay products are made from recycled carpet and exceed the EPA’s regulations for stormwater discharge and sediment control. They work exclusively or as a complement to an application where high performance is required. Made from 100% recycled carpet (all brand names include recycled plastic Tex Tubes).

Applications:
Construction, Stormwater, Landscaping, Industrial

Specifications:
Contributes to earning credits on LEED projects.

Contact:
Chip Moody
Chip@GeoHay.com
(864) 472-7000 Ext. 105
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Green Hive Group

AbsorbsWell

**Products:**
- **AbsorbsWell**

Made from 100% recycled content, AbsorbsWell’s concentrated formula takes up less storage space while taking care of any spill situation. A lighter and more effective alternative to diatomaceous earth, AbsorbsWell rapidly soaks up spills of motor oil, antifreeze, brake fluid, solvents and other oil-based stains and acrylics.

**Applications:**
Police, Security, Auto Supply and Hardware Stores, Chemical Plants

**Specifications:**
Both third-party chemical analysis and product testing concluded that the recycled material is safe, effective and a competitive alternative to “mined” materials.

AbsorbsWell.com

CONTACT:
Timothy Vander Heiden
TimV@SafePathProducts.com
(530) 893-1646

Interface

MODULAR CARPET TILES

**Products:**
Includes GlassBacRe backing with the following products:
- **Cartera**
- **Equal Measure**
- **Human Nature**
- **Lateral Narratives**
- **Near & Far Net Effect**
- **Peitra**
- **Urban Retreat**
- **Viewpoint II**

Interface’s innovative modular carpet tile is suitable for virtually every commercial environment. We offer our Carbon Neutral Floors™ program as a standard to every customer, at no extra cost, to help them meet their own sustainability goals, while also allowing them to reduce the emissions impact of their own projects or spaces.

**Applications:**
Commercial environments

**Specifications:**
Each product includes a GreenCircle Environmental Facts Label, which evaluates over 30 environmental claims; its rigorous process relies on recognized standards from ANSI, ISO and ASTM, as well as established certifications referenced by LEED v4.

All Interface products are carbon neutral across the product life cycle.

AbsorbsWell.com

CONTACT:
Timothy Vander Heiden
TimV@SafePathProducts.com
(530) 893-1646

Interface.com

CONTACT:
Eric Nelson
Eric.Nelson@Interface.com
(404) 877-5026

Interface

SPILL ABSORBENT

AbsorbsWell

**Products:**
- **AbsorbsWell**
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Both third-party chemical analysis and product testing concluded that the recycled material is safe, effective and a competitive alternative to “mined” materials.

AbsorbsWell.com

CONTACT:
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TimV@SafePathProducts.com
(530) 893-1646

Green Hive Group
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AbsorbsWell.com
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Interface.com
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Miura Board

Products:
- Board Decking
- Sheets
- Siding

Miura Board is a 100% recycled alternative to wood and plastic, made by upcycling plastic scrap and post-consumer carpet. Highly durable, it withstands constant pressure, impact, and wear. Because of its unique manufacturing process and the absence of wood in its composition, Miura Board™ drastically extends the service life of outdoor fixtures, thereby slashing maintenance costs without the need for costly installation fixtures. Fully recyclable.

Applications:
- Warehouses
- Roofs
- Cargo vehicle flooring
- Boardwalks
- Marinas
- Stadium bleachers
- Ramps
- Kennels

Specifications:
- Recyclable
- 100% recycled materials.
- Contributes to earning LEED credits on construction projects.

CONTACT:
Steve Schiamara
Info@MiuraBoard.com
(409) 200-7110 Ext. 3

MP Global Products

Products:
- Insulayment
- QuietWalk
- QuietWalk LV
- QuietWalk Plus +

Sound reduction, moisture protection, compression resistant. Made with post-Industrial and post-consumer materials. Fiber from carpet/textile industries.

Applications:
Residential/Commercial Building Construction

Specifications:
- Recyclable
- 100% recycled materials.
- Contributes to earning credits on LEED projects.

CONTACT:
Amy Pritchett
Info@MPGlobalProducts.com
(888) 379-9695
Reliance Carpet Cushion

Products:
- Performance, Performance Plus: 24, 28, 32 and 40 oz per square yard weights
- Performance Double Stick: 28, 32 and 40 oz per square yard weights

Applications:
Residential, Commercial and Hospitality

Specifications:
- Contributes to maximum number of LEED credits for “Materials and Resources: 100% Post-Consumer Carpet Fiber-Recycled Content M.R. 4.1 and 4.2” USGBC.
- Meets or exceeds all Green Labeling Emissions Criteria.

Reliance Eco Carpet Cushion is manufactured from 100% post-consumer recycled carpet fiber and is 100% recyclable, with no chemical additives. Highly rated acoustic/noise reduction capabilities. Will not support bacteria and microscopic life — non allergenic.

SafePath Products

Products:
- EZ Edge™ Transitions
- CourtEdge™ Reducers
- EntryLevel™ Landings
- GreenSidewalk Repair™

SafePath Products is one of the largest suppliers of transition products, including ramps, landings, seismic surface transitions, flooring reducers and other industrial and residential products for ADA access code compliance. We were the first company to patent and produce recycled transition products and continue to be a leader in developing “green” products. We are the largest manufacturers of recycled ADA and FHA transition products in the United States. All products are 100% made in the USA.

Applications:
Schools, Residential, Gymnasiums, Commercial, Stadiums, Multi-Family, Transit, Parks

Specifications:
- Ramps/Transitions are ADA compliant (Independent Engineering Report)
- SCOF Rated (Independent Engineering Report)
- PC4 Tested by Wallace Labs for SDS sheet certification
- Contributes to earning credits on LEED projects.
San Pallets

Products:
- Polymer Stamping Pallet

The Polymer Stamping Pallet represents a new generation of material handling pallets molded from recycled thermoplastic resins. Many types of landfill-destined, low-cost resins can now be molded using an innovative molding process developed by San Pallets, LLC.

Features:
- One piece molded from “landfill” resins
- Fully Nestable/Stackable
- Multi-Generation recyclable pallet
- 53’ Trailer capacity = 1600 pallets

Applications:
Material Handling & Transport

Specifications:
- Size: 40” x 48” x 5”
- Weight: 30 lbs
- Static Load Capacity: 7500 lbs
- Dynamic Load Capacity: 3000 lbs

CONTACT:
Brian Sofia
BSofia@SanPallets.com
(937) 902-4585

Sierra Mat & Rubber Company

MATS, SMART PAVERS, AND WHEEL STOPS

Products:
- Mats,
- Wheel Stops
- Smart Pavers

Working from our Modesto manufacturing facility, the addition of post-consumer carpet material to our rubber mats improved their quality, making them both more durable and resilient. Our wheel stops are lightweight, durable and last longer than concrete stops.

Sierra Mat’s pavers create a highly permeable and anti-skid walking surface, safe and ideal for high traffic areas.

Applications:
Landscaping, parking stops, entryway mats

Specifications:
Contributes to earning credits on LEED projects.

CONTACT:
Loren Jessop
LorenJ@YosemiteNursery.com
(209) 824-0341

REUSABLE TRANSPORT PACKAGING

SanPallets.com

Sierra Rubber Products.com

MATS, SMART PAVERS, AND WHEEL STOPS

CONTACT:
Loren Jessop
LorenJ@YosemiteNursery.com
(209) 824-0341
**Products:**
- **Ribtrax® Smooth Eco**

Ribtrax® eco is an eco-friendly and easy to install flooring tile, purposed for a wide variety of applications. This sustainable yet durable tile is made of 100% post-consumer recycled materials and features a classic diamond plate design. Easy to install with compressive strength of more than 1,120 psi and 40,000 lbs of rollover weight. Anti-slip and chemical resistant. Comes in four colors.

**Applications:**
- Garages
- Workshops
- Trade Show Booths
- Event Floors

**Specifications:**
- Recyclable
- 100% sustainably sourced materials.
- USGBC certified
- Contributes to earning LEED credits on construction projects.

**Contact:**
Jesse Stolp
Sales@Swisstrax.com
(866) 748-7940

---

**Products:**
- **Quick assembly wall panels**
- **Doors**
- **Construction blocks**
- **Ready-mix**

Protect fixed assets from ballistics, forced entry, blast, seismic, and extreme weather events. Modular doors, panels and blocks install easily to provide top-grade security and protection. Custom designs available; protect cell towers, battery packs, buildings, safe rooms. Doors and wall panels include minimum 25% recycled post-consumer carpet material.

**Applications:**
Schools, Government buildings, Guard facilities, Military bases and housing, Emergency shelters (FEMA) and hangars, Munitions storage and armories, Mobile towers and power units, Hospitals, Airports and Mass Transit hubs.

**Specifications:**
Mortar-less wall stress-tested against rapid 60 round 7.62mm projectiles and passed certification for Level 9 ballistic protection

Fire rated to endure at least one hour of high temperature fire without allowing for the spreading of flames.

UL Level 7, 8, 9, 10

**Contact:**
Dominic Dillon
D.Dillon@3BProtection.com
(949) 316-7561
How Is Carpet Recycled?

Carpet recycling is a multi-phase process. Carpet is collected, sorted by fiber type, and processed into various feedstocks—fiber, pellets and backing material (post-consumer carpet calcium carbonate, or PC4)—that is then used to manufacture the products in this catalog.

The companies below use innovative processes to create these feedstock materials out of California-sourced carpet:

**AQUAFIL**
Aquafil.com

**CIRCULAR POLYMERS**
CircularPolymers.com

**COLUMBIA RECYCLING**
ColumbiaRecyclingCorp.org

**LA FIBER**
LAfiber.com

**LEGGETT & PLATT**
Leggett.com

**WELLMAN PLASTICS**
WellmanPlastics.com

Is recycled carpet material right for you?

Companies incorporating recycled post-consumer carpet (PCC) in their products report improved product quality and reduced cost. If you are looking for a lightweight, durable feedstock for your products, contact Rob Thiess, RThiess@CarpetRecovery.org to request a free sample, test results or more information.

Recycled Post Consumer Carpet material is available as PC4—Post-Consumer Carpet Calcium Carbonate—as well as fiber and pellets.
Carpet America Recovery Effort (CARE) is a non-profit organization whose mission is to advance market-based solutions that increase landfill diversion and reuse and recycling of post-consumer carpet, and that encourage design for recyclability. CARE administers the California Carpet Stewardship Program, which is charged with meeting the requirements for carpet recycling set by California laws AB 2398 and AB 1158 and managed by CalRecycle.

For more information, please visit the CARE website at CarpetRecovery.org/CA.